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Abstract

Mineralocorticoid receptor (MR), highly expressed in the hippocampus, binds corticosteroid hormones and coordinately participates,

with the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), to the control of stress responses, memorization and behavior. To investigate the impact of MR

in neuronal survival, we generated murine embryonic stem (ES) cells that overexpress human MR (P1-hMR) and are induced to

differentiate into mature neurons. We showed that recombinant MR expression increased throughout differentiation and is 2-fold

higher in P1-hMR ES-derived neurons compared to wild type (WT) controls while GR expression was unaffected. Althought

proliferation and early neuronal differentiation were comparable in P1-hMR and WT ES cells, MR overexpression was associated

with higher late neuronal marker expression (MAP2, -tubulin III). This was accompanied by a shift towards neuron survival with anβ
increased ratio of anti- pro-apoptotic molecules and 50  decreased caspase 3 activity. Knocking down MR overexpression by smallvs %
interfering RNAs drastically reversed neuroprotective effects with reduced Bcl /Bax ratio and decreased MAP2 expression. P1-hMR2 

neurons were protected against oxidative stress-induced apoptosis through reduced caspase 3 activation and drastically increased Bcl2

/Bax ratio and -tubulin III expression. We demonstrated the involvement of MR in neuronal differentiation and survival andβ

identify MR as an important neuroprotective mediator opening potential pharmacological strategies.
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Introduction

The mineralocorticoid receptor (MR), a ligand-dependent transcription factor, is highly expressed in the brain, notably in the

hippocampus, where it is physiologically occupied and activated by glucocorticoid hormones (GC) ( ). MR plays an important role in the1 

neuroendocrine and behavioral responses to stress and in establishing cognitive functions ( ). The classical nuclear MR is involved in the2 

stability and integrity of neuronal networks ( ). However, recent evidences suggest that rapid effects of GC depend on a3 

membrane-located MR that modulates neuronal excitability ( ). The central actions exerted by GC are also mediated by the lower4 –5 

affinity glucocorticoid receptor (GR). Thus, the MR/GR balance is of crucial importance to normalize brain activity and to regulate

hippocampal plasticity ( ).6 

Several pharmacological studies and analyses of mouse models have shown that MR activation, in contrast to GR activation, is

required for neuronal survival in the hippocampus ( ). While stimulation of anti-apoptotic pathways by MR may partially explain its7 –9 

neuroprotective role ( ), a rapid increase of MR expression following neuronal injury was reported ( ), thus establishing a positive10 –11 12 

relationship between MR expression and neuroprotection. We have recently demonstrated that MR expression via transcriptional

activation of its two promoters increase during neuronal differentiation of murine embryonic stem (ES) cells ( ). However, the13 

mechanisms by which MR promotes neuronal differentiation and maintains neuron survival remain unclear.

The hippocampus is a major site of neurogenesis in adulthood. Specific MR activation enhances neonatal neurogenesis ( ) thus14 

promoting cognitive processes. Forebrain MR over-expression improves memory processes in mice ( ), while MR knockout animals9 

exhibit impaired learning abilities ( ). Moreover, hippocampal neurons greatly decrease with age ( ) in parallel with the hippocampal15 16 

MR expression ( ), indicating that reduced MR expression is associated with neuronal dysfunction in the hippocampus of older17 

individuals.

To investigate the impact of MR on neuronal survival and/or differentiation and better elucidate the molecular mechanisms involved,

we exploited an ES cell model that could be committed to neuronal differentiation ( ) and compared wild-type and hMR over-expressing13 
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ES cell lines derived from mice overexpressing hMR ( ). These cell-based systems offer a unique opportunity to examine the18 –19 

functional consequences of MR over-expression on the regulation of the apoptosis signaling pathway during neuronal differentiation and

in mature neurons. We showed that MR over-expression increases expression of the late neuronal markers that in turn, is associated with

an increase in the ratio between anti- and pro-apoptotic molecules, providing direct evidence for an anti-apoptotic impact of neuronal MR.

Materials and Methods
Cell Culture

A murine hMR-overexpressing ES cell line, in which the P1 promoter drives hMR cDNA expression, was derived as described ( ).19 

The wild-type D3 ES cell line (ATCC no. CRL-11693) and the hMR ES cells were grown on 0.1  gelatin-coated plates (Sigma-Aldrich,%
Lyon, France) and on feeder cells (STO Neomycin LIF, kindly provided by Dr Alan Bradley, The Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, UK)

pretreated with 15 g/ml mitomycin C (Sigma-Aldrich) for 4 h. Cells were cultured at 37 C in a humidified incubator in presence of 5μ ° %
CO .2 

Reagents

ES medium was composed of DMEM (PAA, Les Mureaux, France) containing 15  fetal calf serum (FCS specifically tested for ES%
culture (AbCys SA, Paris, France), 1X non-essential amino acids (PAA), 2 mM glutamine (PAA), 100 U/ml penicillin (PAA), 100 g/mlμ
streptomycin (PAA), 20 mM HEPES (PAA) and 100 M -mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich). Embryoid Bodies (EB) medium had aμ β
similar composition but contained 10  FCS without -mercaptoethanol. Cortisol and aldosterone concentrations in the serum batch used% β
for all experiments were measured at 30.25 nM and 41 pM, respectively. Neuron medium was similar to EB medium but was

supplemented with 5 g/ml insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 5 g/ml transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 29 nM sodium selenate (Sigma-Aldrich).μ μ

Differentiation of ES cells into Neuronal-like cells

Neuronal differentiation was induced in ES medium containing 15  FCS with retinoic acid (RA), as previously described, via%
embryoid bodies (EB) formation ( ). Of note, we were unable to achieve neuronal differentiation of ES cells when cultivated during two13 

weeks with medium containing Dextran-Charcoal Coated (DCC) serum. Briefly, ES cells formed EB when exposed to 10 M Retinoic6 −

acid (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 days in non-adhesive bacterial dishes. At day 7, EB were dissociated and incubated in neuron medium until day

14 in adherence in tissue culture dishes. Cells were washed in PBS and froze before RNA or protein extraction.

Cell Treatment

For hormonal treatment, after 24 h incubation in DCC medium, aldosterone (Acros Organics, Halluin, France), or corticosterone

(Sigma-Aldrich), and/or RU486 (Mifepristone) (Sigma-Aldrich) were added to the culture medium at day 13 of the neuronal

differentiation. After 6 h, total RNA was extracted with Trizol and gene expression was measured by quantitative real-time PCR. For

apoptosis induction, cells were treated at day 14 with 400 M -butylhydroperoxide ( -BHP) (Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 h in neuronμ tert t 

medium containing 10  FCS. Successively, proteins were extracted and quantified by Western blot.%

Flow cytometry

Cells were fixed and permeabilized using the Foxp3 Staining Buffer Set (eBioscience). Cells were then stained with anti-Ki67

antibody or with isotype control (BD Bioscience) for 30 min on ice. Flow cytometry was performed with a FACSCanto cytometer (BD

Biosciences) and data files were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc.).

Quantitative Real Time PCR

Gene expression was quantified by real time PCR. Total RNA was processed for real time PCR on an ABI 7300 Sequence Detector

(Applied Biosystems, Courtaboeuf, France). Briefly, 1 g of total RNA was treated using the DNase I Amplification Grade procedureμ
(Invitrogen). RNA was then reverse-transcribed with 50 U MultiScribe reverse transcriptase (Applied Biosystems). After 10-fold dilution,

1/20th of the reverse transcription reaction was used for PCR using the Fast SYBR  Green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems). Final®
primer concentrations were 300 nM for each primer (see Supplemental Table 1 for sequences). Reaction parameters were 50 C for 2 min°
followed by 40 cycles at 95 C for 15 s, and 60 C for 1 min. For standard preparation amplicons were purified from agarose gel and° °
subcloned into pGEMT-easy plasmid (Promega), then sequenced to confirm the identity of each fragment. Standard curves were generated

using serial dilutions of linearized standard plasmids, spanning 6 orders of magnitude and yielding correlation coefficients >0.98 and

efficiencies of at least 0.95, in all experiments. Standard and sample values were determined in duplicate from independent experiments.

Relative expression within a given sample was calculated as the ratio: attomol of specific gene/femtomol of 18S. Results are mean ±
S.E.M and represent the relative expression compared with that obtained with control cells, which was arbitrary set at 1.

Western blot
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Total protein extracts were prepared from ES cells and neuron cultures. Cells were lysed, in lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM

Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 30 mM Na pyrophosphate, 50 mM Na fluoride, 1  Triton X100, 1X protease inhibitor from Sigma) on%
ice. Immunoblots were incubated 1 h at room temperature in 5  fat free milk-Tris buffer saline  0.1  Tween 20 (TBS-T) before% − %
overnight incubation at 4 C with one of the following antibodies: rabbit anti-MR 39N (1/1,000), mouse anti- -tubulin III TU-20 (1/1,000)° β
(Millipore, Molsheim, France), rabbit anti-Bcl (1/500) (Ozyme, Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France), mouse anti-PCNA (1/1,000) (Dako,2 

Trappes, France), rabbit anti-caspase 3 (1/1,000) (Ozyme), rabbit anti-Bax (1/15,000) (Ozyme) and mouse anti-GR (clone FIGR,

Millipore, 1/500). After extensive washing, membranes were incubated for 30 min at room temperature with peroxydase-conjugated goat

anti-rabbit (1/15,000) or anti-mouse (1/15,000) secondary antibodies (Vector Laboratory, Burlingame, CA). After washing, the

antigen-antibody complex was visualized by the ECL detection kit (GE Healthcare Europe, Orsay, France). For loading normalization, +

membranes were incubated with rabbit anti-GAPDH (1/5,000) (Sigma-Aldrich) or mouse anti- -tubulin (1/10,000) (Sigma-Aldrich).α
Signal intensities were quantified with QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad, Marnes-la-Coquette, France). Alternatively, the Odyssey imaging

system (LI-COR Biosciences, Bad Homburg, Germany) was used for quantification with IRDye  800CW or 680LT near-infrared©
fluorescent secondary antibodies.

Confocal Immunofluorescence Microscopy

Cells grown on sterile coverslips were fixed with methanol for 10 min, rinsed with PBS-0.1  Tween 20 and incubated with a PBS, 5% %
BSA, 0.1  casein block for 20 min followed by overnight incubation at 4 C with the anti-MR 39N polyclonal antibody (4 g/ml) then% ° μ
with Alexa Fluor 555 goat anti-rabbit (1/1,000) (Molecular Probes) for 1 h at room temperature. The cells were next rinsed in PBS, and

incubated with the anti- -tubulin III TU-20 monoclonal antibody (1/100) (AbCys) for 2 h at room temperature followed by washing andβ
incubation with Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse antibody (1/1,000) (Molecular Probe) for 1 h at room temperature. The coverslips were

then mounted with Fluorescence Mounting Medium (Dako), before analysis and imaging by confocal fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss

HAL confocal microscope).

MR knockdown by siRNA

Neurons were transiently transfected at day 11 with 100 nM siRNA (Invitrogen; see Supplemental Table 1 for sequences), using

Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) in Opti-MEM Reduced Serum Medium (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer s’
recommendations. Six hours post-transfection, cells were incubated in neuron medium for 48 h. At day 14, total RNA were extracted and

gene expression was measured by qPCR.

Statistical Analyses

Results represent mean  SEM of at least 6 samples for each condition unless stated otherwise. Statistical analyses were performed±
using a non parametric Mann-Whitney test (Prism4, Graphpad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA).

Results
MR over-expression during neuronal differentiation of ES cells

The hMR over-expressing ES cell line was established from transgenic P1-hMR mouse blastocysts ( ). The transgenic mice were19 

generated using 1.2 kb of the human proximal MR promoter, named P1, to drive hMR cDNA expression ( ). To investigate the impact18 

of MR over-expression during neuronal differentiation, we first examined the expression of hMR transgene mRNA in the recombinant ES

cells by quantitative real-time PCR and showed that hMR transcript levels rose approximately 3.5-fold in mature neurons compared to

undifferentiated ES cells ( ). We next analyzed MR protein expression during neuronal differentiation in transgenic ES cellsFig. 1A 

(P1-hMR) compared with wild-type (WT) using an anti-MR antibody recognizing both the endogenous murine MR and recombinant

human MR ( ). Western blot analyses revealed an approximately 1.6-fold increase of MR expression in the P1-hMR ES cells compared20 

to WT ES cells and 1.7-fold increase in the P1-hMR neurons compared to WT neurons ( ). In parallel, we showed that whileFig. 1B 

endogenous mMR mRNA expression remains identical in undifferentiated P1-hMR and WT ES cells, differentiated neurons of both

genotypes under the same experimental conditions exhibit a 3-fold increase in mMR transcripts without significant difference between

transgenic and WT ES cell lines ( ). Similarly, the presence of the transgene did not modify the expression of the closely relatedFig. 1C 

glucocorticoid receptor (GR) both at the mRNA and protein levels as measured by real-time qPCR during neuronal differentiation and

western blot at d14 ( ). This indicated that hMR overexpression does not affect endogenous corticosteroid receptorFig. 1D and E 

abundance in mature neurons. Double-immunolabeling experiments with the anti-MR and anti- -tubulin III antibodies clearly reveal aβ
colocalization of MR and -tubulin III (Merge panel ) showing that MR is almost exclusively expressed in mature, -tubulinβ Fig. 1F β
III-positive neurons. Altogether, these results demonstrate that ES cell-derived neurons provide an effective cell-based system to

investigate the functional consequences of hMR over-expression during neuronal differentiation.

Impact of MR over-expression on neuronal differentiation
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In order to examine the impact of MR over-expression, transgenic and WT ES cells were differentiated into neurons, and the variations

of the expression levels of several specific neuronal markers were analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR. Under our experimental

conditions where the ligand-dependent transcription factor MR was activated by corticosteroid hormones present in the serum containing

medium, the expression profile of the neuronal progenitor marker nestin was similar in the ES cell lines of both genotypes during neuronal

differentiation ( ), suggesting that MR over-expression does not affect early neuronal commitment. Besides, the expression of theFig. 2A 

mature neuronal marker Microtubule-Associated Protein 2 (MAP2) was very low in undifferentiated ES cells but readily increased, as

expected, in mature neurons. We performed neuronal differentiation of another WT ES cell line ( ), assessing the expression of two late19 

neuronal markers MAP2 and synaptophysin compared to the WT D3 ES cell line and did not found any significant difference (see

supplemental Fig. S1). Interestingly, we showed that the MAP2 mRNA level was 4.5-fold higher in P1-hMR neurons than in WT controls

( ). In addition, western blot analysis showed a 1.7-fold increase of another late neuronal marker -tubulin III in P1-hMR neuronsFig. 2B β
compared to WT neurons ( ). Several hypotheses could account for these observations: MR over-expression might facilitate theFig. 2C 

differentiation of precursors into neuronal lineage and could promote the growth of mature neurons. An alternative and not mutually

exclusive hypothesis is that MR-over-expression is associated with an increased survival of newly differentiated neurons.

MR over-expression favors the increased survival of neurons

The increased expression of late neuronal markers reflects an increase of neuronal proliferation or survival. We thus examined by

Western blot the expression of the proliferation marker, PCNA (Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen) in neurons and did not detect any

significant difference between WT or P1-hMR neurons ( ). This result was confirmed by Fluorescence Activated Cell SortingFig. 3A 

method, using an anti-Ki67 (another proliferation marker) antibody, (56.3  Ki67 positive WT cells 57.0  Ki67 positive P1.hMR cells% vs %
at d13 of differentiation, see supplemental Fig. S2), thus indicating that MR over-expression has no major impact on neuron proliferation.

We then examined by Western blot the cleavage of caspase 3, as an index of caspase 3 activation and an indirect marker of apoptosis, and

showed a 57  reduction of caspase 3 cleavage in MR over-expressing neurons compared to WT ( ), suggesting that MR% Fig. 3B 

over-expression may confer resistance to apoptotic cell death thus facilitating neuron survival.

Functional consequences of MR over-expression on neuron survival

To determine the impact of MR over-expression on neuron survival, we studied the expression of transcripts and proteins encoded by

the gene family during neuronal differentiation of ES cell lines of both genotypes. The gene family is a major regulatoryBcl2 Bcl2 

component of the apoptotic pathway comprising death inducers and death repressors. These proteins are activated by different stimuli and

represent upstream events leading to the conclusive phase of the apoptotic process involving caspase 3 activation. The ratio between death

inducers and repressors is a key element determining cell survival or death ( ). Specifically we examined the expression of two21 –22 

anti-apoptotic markers: Bcl and Bcl , and two pro-apoptotic markers: Bax and Bak. Quantitative real-time PCR analysis indicated that2 xL 

the expression of Bcl transcripts increases 6.5- and 23.7-fold during neuronal differentiation of WT and P1-hMR ES cell lines,2 

respectively ( ), Bcl mRNA expression being significantly and reproducibly higher in P1-hMR than in WT neurons. Moreover,Fig. 4A 2 

P1-hMR neurons exhibited a 2.5-fold rise of Bcl transcript levels compared to undifferentiated P1-hMR ES cells, whereas no statisticalxL 

difference in Bcl expression was detected during neuronal differentiation of the WT ES cell line ( ). Taken together, thesexL Fig. 4B 

findings strongly support a positive relationship between MR over-expression and an increase in the expression of anti-apoptotic markers.

In contrast, steady state levels of Bax and Bak mRNA decreased by approximately 50  in WT ES cell-derived neurons but remained%
constant in P1-hMR neurons during neuronal differentiation ( ). Finally, of major interest, the ratios of both mRNA (Figure 4C and 4D Fig.

) and protein ( ) between anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic markers were always higher in P1-hMR that in WT neurons,4E Fig. 4F 

providing strong evidence that MR over-expression promotes anti-apoptotic factors expression, thus facilitating neuronal survival.

MR knockdown inhibits neuronal-specific increase in anti-apoptotic markers

To confirm that MR over-expression enhances neuronal differentiation and stimulates neuronal survival, a small interfering RNA

(siRNA) strategy was exploited using two unrelated MR specific siRNAs in P1-hMR ES-derived neurons. In is illustrated theFig. 5 

decrease of mMR and hMR mRNA expression (approximately 67  and 57 , respectively), obtained 48h post-transfection with the% %
respective siRNA compared with scrambled siRNA ( ). This reduction was accompanied not only by a significant andFig. 5A B –
concomitant diminution of the mRNA levels of the late neuronal marker MAP2 (98  and 86 ) but also by a decrease of the% %
anti-apoptotic marker Bcl ( ). In parallel, the two MR siRNAs induced about a 50  increase of the relative expression of the2 Fig. 5C D – %

pro-apoptotic marker Bax ( ). Finally, of major interest, the two MR siRNAs caused a marked reduction of the anti-apoptotic toFig. 5E 

pro-apoptotic ratio (66 ) ( ). Collectively, these findings bring additional support for MR involvement in the increased expression% Fig. 5F 

of late neuronal markers. We also provide evidence that MR knock-down blunts the increase of anti-apoptotic markers associated with MR

over-expression while facilitating the decrease of pro-apoptotic markers expression, validating the anti-apoptotic role of this receptor.

The relative level of MR is crucial for the anti-apoptotic effect
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We decided then to investigate the impact of steroid hormones on the ratio of anti-apoptotic to pro-apoptotic markers, in ES-cell

derived neurons. Cells were incubated with aldosterone or corticosterone at d13 of differentiation. Steroid-induced modification of Bcl2 

and Bax mRNA expression was measured after 6 h treatment using quantitative real-time PCR. As shown in , 100 nM aldosteroneFig. 6 

had no consequence on the ratio of anti-apoptotic to pro-apoptotic marker on both genotypes. In sharp contrast, corticosterone had a

differential effect on P1-hMR neurons compared to WT neurons. A 35  decrease of Bcl to Bax ratio was observed in WT neurons,% 2 

whereas a 2.3-fold increase was observed in P1-hMR neurons. Corticosterone-induced effects were not affected by RU486, a GR

antagonist, unambiguously demonstrating MR involvement in controlling the anti-apoptotic/pro-apoptotic signal balance. Collectively,

these findings show that MR not only controls gene expression of death repressors and inducers but more importantly that neuronal MR

abundance also dictates the extent and the direction towards pro- or anti-apoptotic phenotype.

Neuronal MR over-expression reduces t-BHP-induced cell death

To examine the effect of MR over-expression on oxidative stress-induced apoptosis, we compared the survival of WT and of MR

over-expressing neurons after 3 h exposure to 400 M -butylhydroperoxide (t-BHP). BHP treatment led to characteristic WT cellμ tert t- 

morphological changes including round shape of neurons, beading followed by extensive degeneration of the neurites and lost of neuronal

integrity, many cells detaching from the culture plate. In contrast, under similar experimental conditions, P1-hMR neurons appeared

almost normal with only few floating cells. Western blot analyses show that the -BHP-induced caspase 3 cleavage is 3-fold higher in WTt 

than in P1-hMR neurons ( ). Likewise, the ratio between anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic markers is 5-fold higher in P1-hMR thanFig. 7A 

in WT neurons ( ). Additionally, exposure of cultures to -BHP induces to a drastic reduction of -tubulin III protein expression inFig. 7B t β
WT compared to P1-hMR neurons ( ), supporting the morphological changes. Altogether, these data demonstrate that MRFig. 7C 

over-expression is associated with a significant protection against -BHP-induced neuronal death.t 

Discussion

In this present work, we investigated whether and how MR controls neuronal differentiation and/or survival using a model of MR over

expression in ES cell-derived neurons obtained from P1-hMR transgenic mice ( ). In this cell-based system, P1-hMR neurons- 18 –19 

exhibit a 2-fold increase in MR protein expression compared to differentiated WT neurons while GR expression level remains unchanged,

leading to a moderately enhanced MR/GR ratio. To our knowledge, this is the first report that directly quantified the extent of neuronal

MR overexpression at the protein level. This parameter is lacking in other brain-specific MR overexpression transgenic models ( , ).9 23 

Given that the relative receptor density and their occupancy by corticosteroid hormones are known to greatly affect neuronal

maintenance, transmission and damage ( ), our ES-derived neurons in which expression of one component of the corticosteroid signaling2 

is specifically modified, constitute an appropriate experimental system. Even though one limitation of our model is that we could not

directly control the concentration of corticosteroid hormones provided by the serum during the initial steps of neuronal differentiation, our

cell based model remains suitable to clarify neuronal MR influence on cell differentiation, proliferation and susceptibility to cell apoptosis.

Herein, we show that MR over expression from early neuronal developmental stages and onwards is associated with increased expression- 

of late neuronal differentiation markers. We unambiguously establish the pivotal role of MR in controlling the balance between anti- and

pro-apoptotic signals as confirmed by knocking down MR expression with small interfering RNA strategy. We finally demonstrate the

importance of MR abundance in conferring relative resistance to oxidative stress-induced cell apoptosis thus facilitating neuronal survival.

MR and GR are abundantly expressed in neurons of the limbic areas where they mediate quite opposite effects. MR and GR exhibit

distinct functional properties notwithstanding their similarities of structure, and mechanisms of action. Most notably both receptors bind

glucocorticoid hormones (cortisol in humans, corticosterone in rodents) but GR presents a low affinity while MR has a 10 fold higher

affinity for glucocorticoids ( ). In addition, as ligand-dependent transcription factors, MR and GR recruit similar but also distinct24 

coregulators which may partially account for the diversity of neuronal responses to glucocorticoids ( ). Recent accumulating25 –27 

evidences show that acutely or chronically unbalanced glucocorticoid concentrations differentially affect neuronal function. Under rest

conditions, basal levels of glucocorticoids which predominantly activated MR are essential for neuronal development, integrity and

function. On the other hand, under stress exposure, high levels of glucocorticoids, which fully occupied and activated GR, are detrimental

and induce neuronal death ( ) though cell cycle arrest and activation of apoptosis signaling pathways ( , ). Repeated stressful8 11 28 –29 

events trigger the damaging effects of GR on neurons and brain functions ( , ). Thus, the coordinated activation of MR/GR pathways6 30 

appears to be a major and critical regulator of neuronal function. Yet, the extent of MR signaling activation in the central nervous system

seems to depend on the MR abundance beside corticosteroid hormone levels. In this respect, our model of MR over-expressing ES derived

neurons conveys important new informations concerning MR influence in neuronal determination and survival.

It is well established that the ratio between death repressors or anti-apoptotic molecules (e.g. Bcl , Bcl ) and death inducers (e.g.2 xL 

Bax, Bak) or pro-apoptotic markers is determinant for cell fate ( ). Under basal conditions, Bcl and Bcl sequester by dimerization21 –22 2 xL 

Bax and Bak in the cytosol, thus preventing their migration to mitochondria and apoptosis. However, when the amount of repressors is

insufficient to neutralize all the pro-apoptotic molecules, apoptotic signals prevail leading to caspase activation and apoptosis ( ).31 –32 
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We demonstrated that the anti-apoptotic/pro-apoptotic molecule ratio is much higher in MR over-expressing neurons than in WT

neurons, supporting a neuroprotective role of MR. As previously reported on other models ( ), the involvement of neuronal MR in10 –11 

regulating apoptosis signaling pathways is corroborated by several lines of evidence.

First, we show that corticosterone, but not aldosterone exposure of WT neurons significantly increases the pro-apoptotic potential

while corticosterone exerts an anti-apoptotic effect on P1-hMR neurons. These opposite actions of corticosterone persist in presence of the

GR antagonist RU486, identifying MR as a pro-survival factor and underlying the role of MR over-expression in conferring neuronal

resistance to apoptotic signals. These findings are in agreement with previous and studies that reported a rapid upregulationin vitro in vivo 

of MR (mRNA and protein) associated with an increased survival of rat primary cortical neurons in response to mild injury and in rat

hippocampus following hypothermic transient global ischemia ( ). The neuroprotective effect of MR was further demonstrated12 in vivo 

by transgenic mice presenting specific forebrain MR over-expression. These animals exhibited a decreased sensitivity to stress,

anxiety-like behavior and enhanced memory ( , ). More importantly, these transgenic mice presented with attenuated hippocampal9 23 

neuron loss after cerebral ischemia, consistent with the increased survival of MR over-expressing ES-derived neurons we described.

Second, to validate the assumption the MR over-expression confers apoptosis resistance, we performed MR knockdown in P1-hMR

neurons by a siRNA strategy. Along with the marked reduction of MR expression, a significant decrease of MAP2 expression was

observed consistent with a massive loss of mature neurons associated with a reduced anti/pro-apoptotic Bcl /Bax ratio. Taken together,2 

there is a clear positive relationship between MR abundance, anti-/pro-apoptotic factor expression ratio and neuronal marker level. This

observation is in agreement with the forebrain specific genetic disruption of MR in mice, which associates altered learning processes and

dentate granule cell degeneration ( , ). Taken together, these findings provide strong evidence that increased and MR7 15 in vitro in vivo 

expression is directly and causally linked to the promotion of neuronal survival.

Third, additional results corroborate the prominent role of activated MR signaling in preventing neuronal cell death-signaling cascade.

We explored cell viability after acute exposure of neurons to -BHP, a strong inducer of oxidative stress. We show that MRt 

overexpressing neurons were resistant to oxidative injury as revealed by the reduction in caspase 3 cleavage and the sharp increase in

b-tubulin III protein expression monitoring neuronal survival. Interestingly, several physiological or pathophysiological conditions are

clearly associated with an increased expression of brain MR such as during aging ( ), after antidepressant imipramine treatment ( ), in17 33 

depressed patients ( ) or after cerebral ischemia ( ).34 35 

The molecular mechanisms by which MR may regulate gene expression of the Bcl family members remain to be established. As a2 

transcription factor, MR may directly or indirectly interact with the regulatory sequences of anti-apoptotic genes to modulate their

transcription. Several groups have identified potential hormone responsive elements in Bcl and Bcl gene promoters which specificallyxL 2 

bind PR and GR and ( ). Given that MR binds to the same consensus HRE sequence, it is tempting to speculate thatin vitro in vivo 36 –38 

MR may regulate Bcl and Bcl gene expression by acting directly on the HRE sequences located at their promoters, in the context of2 xL 

neuronal survival in rodents ( ). This does not exclude that MR activates or represses other specific sets of target genes essential for39 

neuronal survival program.

We also surmise that the shift of the pro-apoptotic/anti-apoptotic balance towards neuron survival may account for the higher

expression of late neuronal markers in P1-hMR neurons. Indeed, it has been previously proposed that anti-apoptotic factors facilitate

neuronal differentiation, whereas a reduction of pro-apoptotic factors expression was observed by several groups ( ). Therefore,40 –44 

besides their role in cell death, the proteins of Bcl family are largely implicated in neurogenesis.2 

An additional layer of complexity is given by the putative membrane-located MR which exerts rapid non-genomic actions resulting in

the stimulation of the frequency of excitatory postsynaptic glutamate currents in the mouse hippocampus. This effect was blocked by MR

specific antagonist spironolactone, and did not occur in brain specific MR knockout mice ( ). Surprisingly, this membrane-located MR5 

seems to have a 10 to 20 fold lower affinity for GC than the intracellular MR. Interestingly, MR has been recently detected in the

membranes of rat amygdala glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons, with a presynaptic and postsynaptic localization ( ). Whether this45 

membrane MR is involved in neuronal survival remains to be elucidated.

In conclusion, we have successfully established a novel model of MR over expression using the neuronal differentiation of ES cells- 

that was proven to be a suitable cell-based system to investigate many functions of neuronal MR. This alternative approach fully

complementing previous cellular and animals models should facilitate the development of therapeutic strategies designed to improve

neuronal MR signaling efficiency and thereby opening new means to prevent or attenuate neuronal cell apoptosis in neurodegenerative

diseases.
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 ES : embryonic stem (cell)
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Figure 1
MR over-expression during neuronal differentiation

) Relative hMR mRNA expression levels were determined using qPCR in undifferentiated ES cells and neurons. Results are means  SEMA ±
of two independent experiments of six samples performed in duplicate for each developmental stage indicating the relative expression

compared with basal levels of ES (arbitrarily set at 1).  P<0.01. Mann Whitney test. Relative mRNA expression is normalized to 18S rRNA**
expression (see Materials and Methods section). ) Western blot analyses of MR protein expression in WT and P1-hMR ES cell lines.B 

Undifferentiated ES and neurons lysates from each ES cell line were processed for immunoblotting with anti-MR antibody. GAPDH was used

as loading control. MR was normalized to GAPDH protein levels after digitalization on a gel scanner with QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad,

Marnes-la-Coquette, France). Results are presented as MR/GAPDH ratio and as compared with basal levels of WT ES (arbitrarily set at 1). C–
) Relative mMR and mGR mRNA expression levels were determined using qPCR in undifferentiated ES cells and neurons from WT andD 

P1-hMR ES cell lines. Results are means  SEM of two independent experiments on six samples performed in duplicate for each±
developmental stage and represent the relative expression compared with basal levels of ES (arbitrarily set at 1). Mann Whitney test. Relative

mRNA expression is normalized to 18S rRNA expression (see Materials and Methods section). ) Western blot analysis of GR expression inE 

WT and P1.hMR neurons and signal quantification of the GR/GAPDH ratio (n  6), ns: non significant. WT mean value arbitrarily set at 1. = F 

) Double-immunolabeling of P1-hMR neurons with antibodies against -tubulin III (green) ( ) and MR (red) ( ); mergedβ left panel middle panel 

images are shown on the . Original magnification  40.right ×

Figure 2
MR over-expression stimulates late neuronal markers without increasing neuronal proliferation

) Relative nestin and MAP2 mRNA expression levels were determined using qPCR in undifferentiated ES cells and neurons. Results areA B –
means  SEM of two independent experiments of six samples performed in duplicate for each developmental stage and represent the relative±
expression compared with levels of WT. P1-hMR and WT undifferentiated ES cell set arbitrarily at 1.  P<0.001 Mann Whitney test.***
Relative mRNA expression is normalized to 18S rRNA expression (see Materials and Methods section). ) Western blot analyses of C β
-tubulin III protein expression in WT and P1-hMR ES cell lines. Undifferentiated ES and neurons lysates from each ES cell line were

processed for immunoblotting with anti- -tubulin III antibody. GAPDH was used as loading control. b-tubulin III levels were normalized toβ
GAPDH protein levels after digitalization on a gel scanner with QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad, Marnes-la-Coquette, France). Results are

presented as -tubulin III/GAPDH ratio and as compared with basal levels of WT neurons (arbitrarily set at 1).β
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Figure 3
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MR over-expression does not affect cell proliferation but reduces Caspase 3 activity in neurons
) Western blot analyses of PCNA protein expression in WT and P1-hMR neurons. Neurons lysates from each ES cell line were processedA 

for immunoblotting with anti-PCNA antibody. GAPDH was used as loading control. PCNA was normalized to GAPDH protein levels after

digitalization on a gel scanner with QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad, Marnes-la-Coquette, France). Results are presented as ratio

PCNA/GAPDH and as compared with basal levels of WT neurons (arbitrarily set at 1). ) Caspase 3 activity was analyzed by western blotB 

expression in WT and P1-hMR neurons. Lysates were processed for immunoblotting with an antibody recognizing both caspase 3 and

cleaved-caspase 3. Protein levels were quantifued after digitalization on a gel scanner using QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad,

Marnes-la-Coquette, France). Results are presented as ratio cleaved-caspase 3/caspase 3 of 6 samples and as compared with basal levels of

WT neurons (arbitrarily set at 1).  P<0.01. Mann Whitney test.**
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Figure 4
Anti-apoptotic factors expression is increased in P1-hMR neurons

) Relative Bcl , Bcl , Bax, and Bak mRNA expression levels were determined using qPCR in undifferentiated ES cells andA B C D – – – 2 xL 

neurons. Results are means  SEM of two independent experiments of six samples performed in duplicate for each developmental stage and±
represent the relative expression compared with levels of undifferentiated ES cell set arbitrarily at 1.  P<0.001 Mann Whitney test. Relative***
mRNA expression is normalized to 18S rRNA expression (see Materials and Methods section). ) The table represents the ratio between theE 

mean of each anti-apoptotic marker expression to the mean of each pro-apoptotic marker expression in neuronal state. ) Western blotF 

analyses of Bcl and Bax protein expression in WT and P1-hMR neurons. Lysates were processed for immunoblotting with anti-Bcl or Bax2 2 

antibody. GAPDH was used as loading control. Bcl and Bax were normalized to GAPDH protein levels after digitalization on a gel scanner2 

by using QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad, Marnes-la-Coquette, France). The table represents the ratio between Bcl to Bax expression in2 

neuronal state.
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Figure 5
MR down-regulation inhibits MR-mediated neuroprotective effects
P1-hMR neurons were transfected with either the control scrambled siRNA (scr MR) or by two unrelated MR siRNA (si1 MR, si2 MR). A E)–
Relative mMR, hMR, MAP2, Bcl , Bax mRNA expression levels were determined using qPCR. Results are means  SEM of six samples2 ±

performed in duplicate and represent the relative expression compared with basal levels of control scrambled siRNA transfected neurons (scr

MR). P<0.01, P<0.001. Mann Whitney test. Relative mRNA expression is normalized to 18S rRNA expression (see Materials and** ***
Methods section). ) The graph represents the ratio between the mean of anti-apoptotic marker Bcl expression to the mean of pro-apoptoticF 2 

marker Bax expression in each experimental condition.
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Figure 6
Opposite effects of corticosterone-activated MR signaling on Bcl /Bax ratio in WT and P1-hMR neurons2 

WT and P1-hMR neurons were exposed to 100 nM aldosterone (ALDO) and corticosterone (CORT) in the absence or presence of 1 Mμ
RU486. ) Results are means  SEM (six samples performed in duplicate), of ratio between the mean of anti-apoptotic marker BclA B – ± 2 

expression to the mean of pro-apoptotic marker Bax expression in neurons.  P<0.01,  P<0.05. Mann Whitney test.** *

Figure 7
Neuronal MR over-expression confers resistance to oxidative stress-induced cell death
WT and P1-hMR neurons were exposed to 400 M -BHP for 4 hours. ) Caspase 3 activity was analyzed by western blot expression in WTμ t A 

and P1-hMR neurons. Lysates were processed for immunoblotting with antibody recognizing both caspase 3 and cleaved-caspase 3. Protein

levels after digitalization on a gel scanner by use QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad, Marnes-la-Coquette, France). Results are presented as

cleaved-caspase 3/caspase 3 ratio (n  9) and compared to ratio detected in WT neurons (arbitrarily set at 1).  P<0.05. Mann Whitney test. )= * B 

Western blot analyses of Bcl and Bax protein expression in WT and P1-hMR neurons. Neuron lysates from each ES cell line were processed2 

for immunoblotting with anti-Bcl or anti-Bax antibody. Results are presented as ratio Bcl /Bax (n 9) and compared with basal levels of WT2 2 =

neurons (arbitrarily set at 1).  P<0.001. Mann Whitney test. *** ) Western blot analyses of -tubulin III protein expression in WT andC β
P1-hMR neurons. Neurons lysates from each ES cell line were processed for immunoblotting with anti- -tubulin III antibody. GAPDH wasβ
used as loading control. -tubulin III was normalized to GAPDH protein levels after digitalization on a gel scanner by use QuantityOneβ
software (Bio-Rad, Marnes-la-Coquette, France). Results are presented as ratio -tubulin III/GAPDH (n  6, P<0.01. Mann Whitney test)β = **
and as compared with basal levels of WT neurons (arbitrarily set at 1).
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